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1. Attendance 
 

Participant Organization 

Ashley Kilroy (co-chair) Denver Excise and Licenses 

Molly Duplechian (co-chair) Denver Office of Marijuana Policy 

Kendra Black Denver City Council 

Mary Beth Susman Denver City Council 

Lieutenant Andrew Howard Denver Policy Department 

Marley Bordovsky Denver City Attorney’s Office 

Jude Del Hierro Community representative 

Sam Kamin University of Denver Sturm College of Law 

Kristi Kelly Marijuana Industry Group 

Dan Landes Business representative 

Lorraine Larocque Mothers Against Drunk Driving 

Aubrey Lavizzo Community representative 

Amber Leytem Denver Public Schools 

Maureen McNamara Cannabis Trainers 

Rachel O’Bryan Protect Denver’s Atmosphere 

Jordon Person Denver NORML 

Emmett Reistroffer Denver Relief Consulting/Yes on 300 

Nick Hoover Colorado Restaurant Association 

Margie Valdez Inter-Neighborhood Cooperation 

Kobi Waldfogel Event planning representative 
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2. Agenda 
a. Introductions  
b. Review/Summary of Comments from Meeting 3 

i. Operational Requirements 
1. Standardized placard/signage  
2. Visibility 
3. Driving under the influence 
4. Age Verification  

ii. Community Support 
1. Definition and qualifications 
2. Dual Consumption  

c. Discussion Topics  
i. Application Requirements – continued from previous meeting  

1. Liability requirements 
2. Non-transferable permits 

ii. Operational Requirements – Plan and Employee Training to:  
1. Prevent illegal distribution of MJ and MJ products within DCA 
2. Address concerns about driving under the influence of cannabis  
3. Verify age of patrons 

iii. Restrictions on Access to Designated Social Consumption Area  
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3. Meeting Notes 
 

ITEM DISCUSSION 

1. Sec. 6-308. Application 
Requirements- Liability 
Insurance 

 

 The group revisited a conversation regarding liability insurance for Designated Consumption 
Area Permittees (“permittees”), which was originally introduced at meeting #2, and carried 
over to meeting #3. At least two members were in favor of requiring liability insurance because 
dram shop liability may not apply to businesses that do not serve marijuana.  

 Other members noted that liability insurance would not solve issues of proof and causation in 
situations where someone is injured by an intoxicated patron leaving the Designated 
Consumption Area (“DCA”).  

 Some members also noted that existing insurance policies for general commercial liability 
would probably cover businesses that allow cannabis consumption, and the potential 
permittees would have to notify their insurance carriers in any case.  

 Some group members were in favor of requiring some proof of liability insurance with the 
application. These suggestions included 1) an oath or attestation that the permittee has liability 
insurance; 2) requiring proof of notification to the insurance provider, or 3) requiring proof of 
actual coverage for marijuana related activity.  

 At least one member noted that, in the past, other marijuana businesses were required to have 
bonds as part of the application process. However, it was later clarified that those bonds were 
for tax liability purposes.  

2. Sec. 6-308. Application 
Requirements – Non-
transferable permits 

 The Department introduced the proposed language by explaining that marijuana and liquor 
licenses are currently the only licenses that the Department issues which are transferable.  It 
was also noted that the new marijuana transporter licenses are non-transferable, and the 
current cap on certain marijuana business licenses limits the transferability of those licenses.   

 Additionally, the Department proposed another option, which is to allow permits to transfer 
ownership only if the underlying business transfers ownership. However, this would require 
additional evidence of community support. 
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 Several members supported the idea of permits being non-transferable because the proposed 
location and the ownership of a permit are important considerations in community support.  
These members felt that restricting transferability would be consistent with the other 
restrictions on ownership and location.  

 At least one member suggested that restricting ownership would discourage investment in 
DCAs. This member suggested that the infrastructure to run a DCA would be substantial, and 
limiting the ability to transfer the permit would hinder the entrepreneurial goals behind the 
initiated ordinance. However, this member also acknowledged that the new owner should be 
required to meet all the necessary steps for ownership of a permit, including the receipt of 
community support.  

 Another member also agreed that it would be very important to require additional community 
support if permits were allowed to transfer ownership.  

 One member did ask if it would be possible to allow a permit to be issued for a year but for 
different locations on different dates.  The committee explained this would be difficult due to 
the required community support.  

 Lastly, some members had concerns regarding the transferability of special event consumption 
permits. The Department explained that this discussion was related to business consumption 
permits only, and that this could be discussed at an upcoming meeting that will be focused on 
special events.   

3. Sec. 6-308. Application 
Requirements – 
Responsible 
Operations Plan – 
Verify the age of 
patrons 

 At previous meetings the group discussed the responsible operations plan requirements. It was 
proposed by the Department that the responsible operations plan include a plan to train and 
document the training of employees on 1.) preventing illegal distribution of marijuana and 
marijuana products; 2.) addressing concerns about DUID; and 3.) verifying the age of patrons.  

 The group re-visited a conversation about requiring identification from patrons. Specifically, 
the group discussed whether permittees should be required to ID everyone, or whether the 
permittees should just be prohibited from allowing underage patrons in the DCA.  

 Some members explained that state law does not require liquor licensed establishments to ID 
every patron. Instead, existing regulations only criminalize the actual sale of alcohol to 
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underage persons.  However, many liquor establishments have a “house policy” of requiring ID 
for anyone who looks under the age of 40.  

 Other members supported a policy of requiring ID from all patrons. However, these members 
noted that a regulation requiring permittees to check every ID could result in two violations for 
one incident: one violation for not checking the ID, and another for actually allowing the 
underage person in the DCA.  

 Some members commented that the burden of checking every ID is very low, and requiring ID 
from every patron is a more consistent rule than only requiring ID from patrons who look under 
the age of 40. 

 Other members also noted that state law requires existing marijuana businesses to check the 
ID of every patron before they can purchase marijuana. Therefore, permittees should be 
required to do the same.  

4. Sec. 6-316. Rules and 
Regulations – 
Restrictions to access 

 The Department began by explaining that it has reviewed existing state and local laws, as well 
as the proposed Senate Bill 184. After this review, the Department determined that in order to 
comply with laws that prohibit the open and public consumption of marijuana, there must be 
some restriction on the public’s access to DCAs.  

 The Department suggested that the group could discuss restrictions along a continuum. On one 
end of the continuum, DCAs would only be required to restrict access to patrons who are 21 
and older. On the other end of the continuum, DCAs would be membership-only private clubs.  

 The City Attorney’s Office explained that the age restriction alone is not restrictive enough to 
comply with laws that prohibit open and public consumption because a substantial number of 
the public is over the age of 21 and would therefore have access to the DCA.  

 The group then discussed other ways to make a DCA “less public” in order to be in compliance 
with the state and local laws on open and public consumption. 

 A membership agreement was suggested and the pros and cons were discussed.  Some 
members felt that a membership agreement would not practically restrict the public’s access in 
a meaningful way. However, a membership agreement may provide some liability coverage for 
the conduct of a permittee’s patrons, and the patrons would have to agree to certain 
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restrictions (including committing to not driving under the influence, consuming responsibly, 
not selling marijuana for remuneration and other factors of good moral character).  

 Other members noted that the group has previously discussed other restrictions on the public’s 
exposure to DCAs. For example, signage requirements, restrictions on advertising, and 
restrictions on visibility would also limit the public’s contact with DCAs. The group discussed 
strengthening some of these requirements, as well as including a membership agreement or 
liability waiver requirement for patrons of the DCA.  

 One member suggested that signs should inform the public that marijuana consumption is 
occurring within the DCA. Another member suggested that visibility should be completely 
restricted for all DCAs.  

 Some members also suggested that visibility and access restrictions should be placed on DCAs 
that are located within other businesses which are open to the public (e.g. a bookstore).  

 At least one member suggested that businesses which operate during the same hours as the 
DCA should be required to have separate entrances for the underlying business and the DCA. 
This member explained that medical marijuana centers which serve patients under 21 are 
required to have a separate entrance from their co-located retail marijuana stores.   

 Another member suggested that requiring a separate entrance for the DCA may discourage 
small businesses from applying for a permit. This member suggested that businesses should be 
able to use a shared entrance if they stop operating the underlying business while the DCA is 
open.  

 The group also discussed whether the sign, if required, should be placed on the outside of the 
underlying business, or on the outside of the DCA.  One member suggested this would help the 
community have a consistent understanding and ensure public expectations for what they 
might experience in a business with a DCA. 

 One committee member questioned if the restrictions to access can be based on time rather 
than a physical barrier or membership agreement.  
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4. Public Comment 

 

Public Comment 
Item 

 
Discussion 

Public Comment 
 

 Priscilla Solis (Deputy Director of Denver NORML) – Ms. Solis thanked the group, and had a 
suggestion regarding the signage for DCAs. Ms. Solis suggested that the signs could use the universal 
THC symbol required on marijuana edibles, which is a diamond shape with the letters “THC” and an 
exclamation mark located within the diamond.  

 Matt Bell (Cannabis Consulting) – Mr. Bell wanted to remind the group that children are already 
exposed to “adult activity” including alcohol consumption on a daily basis. Mr. Bell explained that he 
could take his nephews to liquor stores and restaurants without issue. He also wanted to remind the 
group that places meant for children, like the zoo and the aquarium, also sell alcohol for 
consumption on-site. Mr. Bell discouraged the group from “operating from a place of fear.”  

 Nick Philips (Denver Resident) – Mr. Philips explained that he runs a handyman business, and he 
could foresee a general liability policy covering marijuana-related activity. Mr. Philips also suggested 
that the capital investment in a DCA would not be wasted solely because the permits are not 
transferable. Mr. Philips suggested that the permittee could market the underlying facility or the 
economic value of the capital improvements to recoup the investment in a DCA. Lastly, Mr. Philips 
agreed that requiring a separate entrance for the DCA would be an onerous requirement for small 
businesses.  

 Ridge Peterson (Denver glass academy instructor) – Mr. Peterson explained that the glass academy is 
a small business that may be seeking a consumption permit when they are available. He explained 
that the academy may be interested in hosting an art gallery event which allows marijuana 
consumption on site. He explained that the non-transferability and the requirement of a separate 
entrance may be a large hurdle for a business such as his.   
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Public Comment 
 Courtney Barnes (Law Clerk, Vicente Sederberg) – Ms. Barnes explained that Vicente Sederberg 

spoke in limited support of Senate Bill 184, and it is that firm’s understanding that the definition of 
“open and public” in the initiated ordinance is harmonious with the definition of “open and public” 
in Senate Bill 184. Ms. Barnes explained that SB 184 allows a local jurisdiction to provide for 
exceptions to the “open and public” consumption of marijuana, and the initiated ordinance exempts 
DCAs from the definition of “open and public” in local law. Ms. Barnes also noted that there was a 
competing ballot initiative when Denver voters passed initiative 300, which suggested a private club 
model, and that initiative did not pass.  Ms. Barnes stated that the law firm does feel that a 
membership requirement is necessary for DCAs to be private. Lastly, Ms. Barnes noted that the law 
firm would be happy to speak at the next meeting.  

 Kevin Gallagher (Director for Craft, and the Cannabis Business Alliance) – Mr. Gallagher wanted the 
group to know that it is important for Denver to lead the way on social consumption so that it can 
maintain its status in the cannabis marketplace. Mr. Gallagher wanted the group to know that it is 
important to continue to attract patrons to Colorado, and to keep marijuana consumption off of the 
streets.  

 


